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The Avengers have nothing on the 12 superheroes who’ve banded together at Cleveland Public

Theatre for CPT’s production of “Spirits to Enforce”. Running now through October 25, 2014, the

dialing dozen take refuge in a secret submarine under the city in order to take on their toughest task

yet – fundraising.

The twelve take up telemarketing to raise money for their upcoming superhero production of “The
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Tempest”, but no one seems to be biting. Add the escape of

their arch enemy Dr. Cannibal to the mix, and there is no

shortage of surprises on the sub. The biggest shock? Who

ends up in their audience on opening night!

Running about 90 minutes with no intermission, Director

Matthew Wright has energized his excellent ensemble into

a well-oiled machine. The cast features David Bugher (“The

Pleaser”), Ursula Cataan (“The Silhouette”), Holly Holsinger

(“The Page”), Tanera Hutz (“The Intoxicator”), Val Kozlenko

(“The Tune”), Doug Kusak (“Fragrance Fellow”), Cathleen

O’Malley (“Memory Lass”), Brian Pedaci (“The Untangler”),

John J. Polk (“The Snow Heavy Branch”), Arif Silverman

(“Ariel”), Abigail Anika Svigelj (“The Ocean”) and Sophie Weisskoff (“The Bad Map”).

All are individually gifted actors, and each creates a whimsical world of their own in order to tackle

the trick of performing with a group of people while not speaking with them directly. This group is the

epitome of what it means to work well with one another, even without lots of interaction amongst

themselves.

Moments of note include John J. Polk’s interjections about his gondola, Cathleen O’Malley’s retelling

of her romantic breakup with a villain, Doug Kusak’s release of his fabulous hair, Val Kozlenko’s

crooning, and Sophie Weisskoff’s search for her cat.

Writer Mickle Maher (“There is a Happiness that Morning Is”) has come up with a clever concept and

provided plenty of material with which to play, but the content can sometimes feel a bit wordy. The

pace of the show feels slow to start, but picks up about 20 minutes in.

The set has also created a bit of a barrier, as it is comprised of one, giant mass of a desk that

stretches the entire horizontal length of the stage. Kudos to Scenic Designer Val Kozlenko for

creating within the confines of the ginormous set piece! The actors handle the unique space

innovatively, all lined up in a row and attached to their corded telephones. It is one type of acting to

“go big” on physically presenting a character, but this group does an amazing job of showing the art

of micro-movements and well-timed interjections while at the desk. They are like all of the

mechanisms in a clock, working together to keep the time.

The creative and production team includes Sam Fisher (Composition/Sound Design), Inda Blatch-Geib

(Costume Designer), Jonathan Maag (Lighting Designer) and Dan Kilbane (Stage Manager).

All in all “Spirits to Enforce” makes for a light and interesting evening. Tickets and more information

are available at www.cptonline.org. No Bat Signal required.
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